Endoscopic ultrasound has become an essential tool in modern gastroenterology and abdominal surgery. Compared with all other endoscopic methods, it has the most potential for innovation and its future looks bright. Thus, we compiled this summary of established and novel applications of endoscopic ultrasound methods to inform the reader about what is already possible and where future developments will lead in improving patient care further. This review is structured in four parts. The first section reports on developments in diagnostic endoscopic ultrasound, the second looks at semi-invasive endoscopic ultrasound, and the third discusses advances in therapeutic endoscopic ultrasound. An overview on the future prospects of endoscopic ultrasound methods concludes this article.
INTRODUCTION
First experimental experience with endoscopic ultrasound was published in the years between 1978 and 1980 by several groups in Germany, the United States of America, and Japan. Already in 1982 the first commercially available radial echoendocope was presented by Olympus (Tokyo, Japan). Since these early years, endoscopic ultrasound has become an indispensable part of the toolbox of gastroenterology, pulmonology, and oncological visceral medicine. Combining superior visualization of difficult to explore anatomical regions of the human body and guidance of transmural access it has expanded largely the armamentarium of diagnostic and therapeutical techniques in gastroenterology. This review summarizes the most important indications and achievements of diagnostic and therapeutic endoscopic ultrasound in gastroenterology and highlights its most recent developments and perspectives.
DIAGNOSTIC ENDOSCOPIC ULTRASOUND
Multiple technical developments have changed the diagnostic endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) of the past. The method was mainly used for staging purposes of gastrointestinal tumors in the early days; however, its main diagnostic role now concerns the assessment of organs surrounding the gastrointestinal tract. In particular, the diagnosis of pancreaticobiliary diseases is currently the 
Staging of gastrointestinal tumors
B-mode EUS remains the method with the highest resolution for local staging of esophageal, gastric, and rectal tumors [1] [2] [3] and is recommended in most current guidelines for cancer management. The advantage of EUS lies in the detailed visualization of the wall layers of the gastrointestinal tract, which is not possible with any other method, except percutaneous ultrasound in selected patients. Such high-resolution imaging of the gastrointestinal wall enables preoperative T-staging. Unfortunately, EUS as a staging tool still has several limitations. Peritumoral inflammation or microinvasive features of tumors can result in significant over-and under-staging [4, 5] . This is true even for high-resolution EUS with 20 MHz probes [6] . Thus, only an approximate staging is possible, especially in view of the updated pathologystaging classification of stomach cancer, which puts a cancer with perforation through the serosa already into stage 4a. The serosa is a thin layer of only a few cells in thickness and cannot be adequately displayed using EUS [7] .
Despite the known limitations of the method, EUS currently remains the most important and most accurate local staging method for gastrointestinal cancers. This is especially true for the staging of early gastric and esophageal cancer, where involvement of the mucosal or submucosal layers predicts lymph node involvement. In clinical practice, it is sufficient to diagnose invasion of the muscularis propria and of local lymph nodes correctly to obviate an endoscopic resection ( Fig. 1) [6] . Discrimination of T2 and T3 tumors can be made with sufficient accuracy. This discrimination is important because it is an oncological "watershed" between direct surgery or neoadjuvant treatment concepts, knowing that T2 also implies neoadjuvant treatment under certain circumstances [8] .
Lymph node staging using EUS has weaknesses too [9] . Again, the biology of the tumor has to be taken into account. Even if all lymph nodes in the area adjacent to the tumor should be considered malignant, reliable discrimination between malignant and benign lymph nodes is not possible using B-mode EUS alone. It has to be considered that even a few tumor cells seen microscopically within an otherwise morphologically normal lymph node would be staged as a malignant lymph node. This exceeds the maximum resolution of any diagnostic imaging technique and, thus, is not finally answerable. Particularly in gastric cancer, N-staging is defined by the number of lymph nodes involved. Because of the uncertainty in counting suspected lymph nodes using EUS alone, the terms N+ and N-should be reported, whereas attempts to quantify as N1, N2, or N3 should be avoided [10] .
To improve the staging of gastrointestinal tumors, modern methods, such as elastography and contrast-enhanced EUS, have been examined [11] [12] [13] . Unfortunately these methods do not improve the quality of the staging and, thus, have not influenced clinical practice [1] . This is true for T as well as N staging [14] [15] [16] .
While the staging of gastrointestinal tumors should be performed only in histologically proven cancers, this is more challenging in scirrhous gastric cancer or linitis plastic because of the special tumor behavior. Superficial mucosal biopsies can be falsely negative because the tumor can hide in the deeper gastric areas and is hard to discriminate from Menetrier's disease with thickened gastric folds. In this condition, EUS can be used in the differential diagnosis because of the pathognomonic thickening of all gastric layers, with loss of separation. The behavior is so typical that a gastrectomy can be justified even without preoperative histological confirmation [17] .
One special type of gastrointestinal tumor is the periampullary tumor. Again, EUS is the method of choice for locoregional staging purposes [10] . Knowing the differential diagnosis of periampullary tumors is key to avoiding therapeutic mistakes. A common but clinically insignificant entity is adenomyomatosis of the papilla of Vater. The adenomyomatosis is a benign hypertrophy of the muscle of the papilla, which is especially common in older women and patients after cholecystectomy. The normally very circumscribed ampullary lesion without signs of invasion can appear quite irregular at the end of the common bile duct, which may lead to misinterpretation [18] .
One differential diagnosis of such an adenomyomatosis is a true adenoma of the papilla; however, this is usually not a diagnostic problem because of the mostly luminal growth of the tumor and, thus, the easy opportunity to it visualize endoscopically and take a biopsy for histological confirmation. EUS should be able to predict resectability and to visualize local pathological lymph nodes, indicating malignant transformation [19] .
EUS is also the imaging method of choice for the assessment of periampullary carcinomas. Especially in the advanced stages, the differentiation of a papillary carcinoma with infiltration of the pancreas from a pancreatic carcinoma with infiltration of the papilla region may be difficult [20] .
What is really new?
Nothing at all. Endosonography remains the mainstay in locoregional staging of upper gastrointestinal tumors, is a supplementary tool in rectal cancer staging, and has no significant role in re-staging after neoadjuvant treatment. EUS-guided fine-needle aspiration (FNA) of nonregional lymph nodes and suspected distant metastases change the course of management in ~10% of patients. No new technical development has significantly improved the staging accuracy of endosonography.
Diagnosis of subepithelial tumors
Subepithelial tumors of the gastrointestinal tract often require EUS for further characterization, diagnosis, and tissue acquisition. Again, the localization of the tumor in relation to the wall layers is of the utmost importance in further management [21, 22] . However, the accuracy of the final diagnosis made by EUS has to be considered critically. Whereas intraobserver agreement in cases of cystic lesions is very high, there is only a moderate agreement with lipomas and typically poor agreement regarding other, rather uncommon, solid lesions [23] . Cystic lesions can be classified by EUS into common gastrointestinal cysts and duplication cysts. A common cyst is localized in the submucosa and splits up the wall layers, whereas a duplication cyst shows all wall layers on both sides [24] . Lipomas are also localized in the submucosa and are typically homogeneously echorich [25] . Because of their fatty content and poor vascularization, these lesions are soft in elastography and do not take up contrast agents in contrast-enhanced EUS [26] . Other solid subepithelial tumors are also hard to diagnose and characterize. Twenty years ago, basically every echopoor well circumscribed tumor was classified as a leiomyoma. Since the discovery of gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs), the differential diagnosis, especially for small solid tumors, has become more challenging. Because most of these tumors are GISTs when localized in the stomach and are leiomyomas when localized in the esophagus, a preliminary diagnosis can be made simply, according to localization [26] . However, even a GIST may not be a GIST because there are GIST tumors with low mitotic rates and more aggressive entities with higher mitotic rates. Because of missing pathognomonic signs in endosonography and other imaging modalities, the therapeutic management is based on the localization and size of the tumors. Tumors that are localized in the mucosal layer can be removed endoscopically by snare resection. This is not possible with most tumors localized in the outer muscle layer of the stomach. Small tumors can be removed by endoscopic dissection or using the full-thickness resection device (FTRD)-system from Ovesco (Tubingen, Germany), but most cases will need transabdominal surgery. Surgery is indicated for GISTs larger than 3 cm because of the higher malignant potential according to the size of the tumor [27] . In patients with a tumor size between 1 and 3 cm, endoscopic fine-needle puncture can be performed to detect potentially malignant GISTs, which would prompt early surgical removal. However, material that is sufficient for a definite differentiation between harmless leiomyoma or Schwannoma on the one hand and potentially malignant GIST on the other is possible in only ~60% of cases [28] . Modern diagnostic EUS methods, such as elastography and contrast-enhanced endosonography, aim to assess the malignant potential of tumors by special im-www.kjim.org https://doi.org/10.3904/kjim.2017.212 aging features, and several studies have been performed in GISTs [29] [30] [31] . The less hard a tumor is, using elastography, the higher is its malignant potential. Using contrast-enhanced EUS, there was a difference between leiomyomas and other benign subepithelial gastrointestinal tumors, which typically show poor vascularization, and GISTs, with a typically rich vascularization and necrotic areas, especially when bigger than 2 cm (Fig. 2 ) [26, [31] [32] [33] . Moreover, the malignancy risk of GISTs may be predicted by visualizing neovascularization and avascular necrotic areas [29, 34, 35] . These criteria are indicative of the nature of the lesion but cannot replace a cytological or histological examination.
Another common subepithelial lesion is the ectopic pancreas or pancreatic rest (Fig. 3) . Because of the inhomogeneous structure of the lesion, it is easy to misdiagnose it as a malignant lesion [36, 37] . A pancreatic rest can appear invasive and is usually not well circumscribed. The lesion does not exceed the outer border of the stomach and should not show regional lymph node enlargement. Typically, the diagnosis can be made based on the typical endoscopic appearance with the central naval [38] .
There are other, rare subepithelial lesions, such as Schwannomas, leiomyosarcomas, or metastases of a malignant melanoma, and other tumors that lack distinctive ultrasound features. Thus, a diagnosis can only be made by cytology/histology [39] .
What is really new?
Contrast-enhanced endosonography is a valuable additional tool for the differentiation of GIST from benign mesenchymal subepithelial tumors and for risk stratification. EUS-FNA with immunocytochemistry can establish a definite diagnosis in 60% of cases.
Diagnosis of cholangiolithiasis
EUS is the most sensitive diagnostic method to detect bile duct stones [40, 41] . Regarding the detection of gallstones in the common bile duct, EUS exceeds all other methods including endoscopic retrograde cholangiography (ERC) if the bile duct is visible. Conditions with an impaired view or accessibility of the bile duct, like a Billroth II operation or aerobilia, are exceptions [42] . Because of the significantly lower complication rate, EUS replaced ERC in the diagnosis of cholangiolithiasis [43] . Gallstone removal is indicated as an emergency procedure in cholangitis or biliary pancreatitis. In some cases, preliminary imaging tests (percutaneous ultra- The Korean Journal of Internal Medicine Vol. 33, No. 1, January 2018 sound, computed tomography [CT], or even magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography) may not be conclusive. In these situations, EUS might emerge, even as an emergency procedure, to guide therapeutic decisions [44] . Modern longitudinal scanners can also be used as duodenoscopes for immediate stone removal [45] . However, in clinical practice, this point can be neglected due to the only slight delay caused by exchanging instruments. Because of the pathognomonic endosonographic display of bile duct stones, additional diagnostic procedures are rarely necessary (Fig. 4) [46] .
What is really new?
Nothing.
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Diagnosis of "minimal change" chronic pancreatitis
The high resolution of EUS makes it possible to display changes in the pancreatic tissue that cannot be seen in any other way [47] . However, without guidance in context, such changes can be overrated. Thus, the implementation of a scoring system, like the Rosemont criteria, was inevitable [48] . The initial assumption that a minimal change in disease might evolve to severe, chronic pancreatitis over time did not prove correct. In most cases, the disease does not progress, although the evidence for this is still limited [49] . Most patients with minimal signs of chronic pancreatitis have non-specific abdominal discomfort and temporarily elevated pancreatic enzymes, without a clinical picture of acute pancreatitis. The Rosemont criteria provide the endoscopist with a solid diagnostic basis, although the classification appears complex because it requires calculation of main and side criteria. Interestingly, a Canadian study showed that the initial impression of an experienced endoscopist could have the same diagnostic value as the calculation of the Rosemont criteria and concluded that the calculation does not have to be performed in clinical practice [50] . Similar changes in the pancreatic parenchyma can be seen in the early stages of autoimmune pancreatitis, as described in the next section.
An interesting but not well-known phenomenon for assessing peripancreatic inflammation is the impaired mobility of the organ with position changes, which can also be assessed by ultrasound [51] .
Autoimmune pancreatitis
Autoimmune pancreatitis constitutes the majority of cases in immunoglobulin G4 (IgG4)-related diseases [52] . The disease is rarely confined to the pancreas and is most often associated with other immune-related changes, such as involvement of the extrahepatic bile duct or retroperitoneum [53] . Recurrent pancreatitis with no clear history of alcohol involvement is indicative. There are two different types of the disease: the IgG4-related type and the IgG4-negative granulocyte-related type. The initial appearance in EUS shows a circumscribed or diffuse hypoechoic transformation and, typically, the pancreatic duct is of very small caliber. Using contrast-enhanced Doppler or harmonic endosonography, hypervascularization of the pancreas is a typical finding. If autoimmune inflammation progresses, the B-mode picture often resembles a minimal-change chronic pancreatitis [54] [55] [56] . Another common phenomenon is the increased stiffness of the whole organ in elastography [57] . In symptomatic cases with elevated levels of IgG4 in a blood test and the typical endosonographic appearance, a probatory steroid therapy is indicated [58, 59] . In cases of diagnostic uncertainty, a cytological or histological confirmation should be a goal [60] . However, EUS-guided sampling using a 22-gauge (G) needle has only limited yield and rarely helps to substantiate a definite diagnosis [61, 62] . Autoimmune pancreatitis should always be considered in unclear symptomatic pancreatic masses and should prompt the right diagnostic decisions to avoid unnecessary pancreatic operations.
Pancreas divisum
There is continuing debate as to whether pancreas divisum can also lead to recurrent acute pancreatitis. It might be considered in patients with recurrent acute pancreatitis without a history of increased alcohol intake. In those cases, the main pancreatic duct does not connect to the duct of the ventral part of the pancreas, which could lead to a relative stenosis. EUS is not the method of choice to diagnose the entity because it is not always possible to follow the pancreatic duct around the pancreatic head. The "crossing sign" may be indicative of pancreas divisum in which the bile duct crosses the slightly enlarged pancreatic duct, which ends at the minor papilla [63] . Seeing the crossing sign, however, does not prove the disconnection of the pancreatic ducts and cannot be used as a diagnostic proof of pancreas divisum. Another indicative sign is the caliber difference of the pancreatic duct near the major papilla in relation to the pancreatic duct in the pancreatic body and tail. In cases of pancreas divisum, the pancreatic duct in the pancreatic head is small-to-not-visible and enlarged in the body and tail. If a continuous scanning of the pancreatic duct into the tail without duct discontinuation is possible, then pancreas divisum can be ruled out [64] . A pitfall for inexperienced endoscopists is to suspect a pancreas divisum based on the sometimes echopoor ventral part of the pancreas in relation to the echorich dorsal part of the pancreas. This phenomenon is due to a difference in fat content of the pancreatic tissue and does not have a pathological impact.
Diagnosis of the ductal pancreatic carcinoma
EUS seems to be the most sensitive method for diagnosing (excluding) ductal adenocarcinoma of the pancreas [65] . The high resolution of the method can visualize pancreatic lesions as small as 5 to 15 mm [66] . The Bmode criteria of pancreatic cancer are hypoechogenic homogeneous lesions with poor demarcation and invasive behavior. The main criterion, however, is the downstream enlargement of the pancreatic duct. Nearly all adenocarcinomas of the pancreas originate from the ductal epithelia and lead to stenosis of the duct [67] . Especially in small tumors, differential diagnosis can be difficult and, thus, diagnostic methods in addition to the B-mode diagnostic are recommended. In a large retrospective multicenter study, only 37% of all incidentally detected solid pancreatic lesions finally proved to be ductal adenocarcinomas [66] . The simple use of color Doppler ultrasound already provides valuable information. A pancreatic carcinoma does usually not show any vessels within the lesion, whereas neuroendocrine tumors are highly vascularized [68] . Pancreatic carcinomas are usually hard, which leads to the corresponding blue coding in elastography [69] . In contrast, in harmonic EUS, the typically poor vascularization in pancreatic cancer can be displayed even better without the blooming effect of Doppler mode and this allows the differentiation from other pancreatic tumors, such as neuroendocrine tumors, metastasis of renal carcinoma and small cell lung cancer, or infiltration by a lymphoma, even in very small lesions [56, 66, 70] . In the current guidelines of the European Federation of Societies of Ultrasound in Medicine and Biology (EFSUMB), contrast harmonic (endoscopic) ultrasound is recommended to determine whether EUS-FNA cytology exam should be performed, even in small resectable pancreatic lesions [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] .
EUS is also recommended for local staging in small pancreatic tumors; however, it has problems with larger tumors, due to the limited depth of penetration. For correct tumor staging, a combination of EUS and CT scan is preferable [81] . Even with the best possible staging method, a surgical exploration of potentially resectable tumors may be justified because surgery provides https://doi.org/10.3904/kjim.2017. 212 The Korean Journal of Internal Medicine Vol. 33, No. 1, January 2018 the only curative treatment in a disease with a very poor prognosis.
A major diagnostic dilemma is the differentiation between pancreatic carcinoma and chronic (focal) pancreatitis. Because of the similar behavior of both diseases, there is currently no reliable imaging method available that can distinguish the entities [82] . However, advanced EUS can provide helpful information to support the differentiation. Currently, there are two different contrastenhanced methods in EUS. With the methods, two different levels of vascularization can be observed [83] . The latest development, called contrast harmonic imaging (CHI), allows the investigation of the capillary network of a lesion; the older method, of contrast-enhanced color Doppler EUS, can only display the level of arterioles and venules [12] . The advantage of the older method is its capability of distinguishing arterioles and venules using pulsed wave Doppler, and this has proved useful in discriminating an inflammatory process from a cancerous lesion.
Performing CHI EUS allows the display of a single contrast bubble, which is roughly the size of an erythrocyte. This means that every minuscule part of the lesion, where an erythrocyte can pass through, can be displayed as a perfused area. Basically, this method is similar to a CT or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scan with contrast enhancement. The main advantage of the CHI method, however, is the real-time display of the influx of the contrast agent over a period of ~5 minutes. An important difference is that the ultrasound contrast enhancer is a pure blood pool contrast enhancer and does not create any diffusion artifacts, unlike CT or MRI contrast enhancers [11] . Another advantage is that the contrast study is independent of the body blood circulation time because of the continuous scanning. The method has the same pitfalls as MRI and CT regarding the discrimination of malignant and inflammatory lesions. The assumption that a carcinoma is poorly vascularized and, therefore, does not take up the contrast-enhancing agent can be misleading in chronic pancreatitis because of inflammatory fibrosis of the capillary bed, which has the same effect [84] .
An interesting fact is that the fibrotic changes do not affect the arterioles or venules. Analyzing those vessels can improve the differential diagnosis considerably. An inflammatory lesion shows a distinctive vessel system of net-like homogeneous vessels with arterial and venous vessels side by side. This is fundamentally different from the neovascularization of an adenocarcinoma, where venous vessels cannot be visualized at all and the arterial vessels are diminished and irregular [68, 76, 78, 83, 85] . To differentiate those small vessels, pulsed-wave Doppler is essential and, thus, EUS provides the only technique, to date, that has sufficiently high resolution and the technical capabilities to analyze these vessels. The method achieves over 90% sensitivity and specificity in the discrimination of chronic pancreatitis from pancreatic carcinoma and, thus, was included as a recommendation level A, Ia in the current guidelines of the EFSUMB (Fig.  5 ) [71] .
The use of strain elastography for differential diagnosis of chronic pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma is a matter of discussion [86] . Despite a very high sensitivity, over 90%, it has low specificity and, thus, is unsuitable for clinical practice [57, 79] . Perhaps the use of computeraided automatic analysis software of a long video clip could improve the specificity, due to marginal differences that are not readily visible by the human eye, but further studies are required to introduce those systems into daily routine [87] [88] [89] . From surgery, however, it is known that pancreatic tissue with chronic inflammation feels similar in consistency to pancreatic cancer, so the chances seem to be low of reaching a reliable result using elastography.
Neuroendocrine tumors of the pancreas
Neuroendocrine tumors are seldom a problem in differential diagnosis of a pancreatic lesion because they are usually located within unchanged pancreatic tissue in the pancreatic tail. The lesions can be hyper-or hypoechogenic but do normally not infiltrate the pancreatic duct and, thus, do not show duct enlargement or retention pancreatitis. Sometimes, they may contain cystic components. Most of the tumors are well circumscribed and iso-or hypervascularized [90] . This can usually already be seen in an unenhanced Doppler EUS [91] . To date, CHI mode can improve the display of the hypervascularization of the tumor but this is not absolutely necessary [66, 90, 92] . In cases of hormone-active tumors, the clinical picture leads the way to the differential diagnosis of an unclear pancreatic lesion.
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Metastasis of the pancreas
In principle, every tumor can produce pancreatic metastasis, due to the hematological distribution of tumor cells. In B-mode ultrasound, basically, all different ultrasound characteristics can be displayed [93] . The differential diagnosis is mostly clinical, based on the presence of a known primary tumor or a past history of a tumor. Duct involvement by a metastasis is rare because of the localization of the tumor in the pancreatic parenchyma. A typical tumor metastasis in the pancreas can be seen in patients with kidney tumors, even if the actual disease was 10 to 20 years earlier [94] . Also not uncommon is a metastasis of a small-cell lung carcinoma or infiltration by a non-Hodgkin lymphoma [95, 96] . All three entities are characterized by hypervascularization of the lesion, which can be used as a criterion to discriminate those lesions from a typically hypovascularized metastasis of a gastrointestinal tumor.
Special case: Frantz tumor
The Frantz tumor (solid pseudopapillary neoplasia) is a rare neoplasm of the pancreas, which is seen predominantly in female patients of younger age, down to childhood [97] . This solid pseudopapillary neoplasm does not necessarily cause duct obstruction, and the outlining can be well circumscribed. Cystic degeneration is common. EUS-guided sampling is useful for a preoperative diagnosis [98] . Usually, the operative strategy does not differ from a pancreatic cancer but successful limited resections have also been reported due to more benign behavior and better prognosis of the tumor. Using elastography, the lesions appear hard and in contrast-enhanced EUS (CHI), hypovascularized [99] .
Cystic lesions of the pancreas
Cystic pancreatic lesions are an increasingly common challenge for EUS and other imaging methods. A large variety of different entities can cause cystic pancreatic lesions [100, 101] . Advantages of EUS for the initial differential diagnosis are the high-resolution investigation of the lesion and the opportunity to perform contrast-enhanced EUS and EUS-FNA. Despite the excellent performance of EUS, it remains impossible to diagnose all different entities correctly. In clinical practice, however, it is safe and pragmatic to classify pancreatic cystic lesions into a few entities with clear conservative or operative strategies. The most common cystic lesions are summarized in Table 1 . The
Clinical history from the patient, localization of the lesion in the pancreatic organ, and certain ultrasound criteria may help in characterizing pancreatic cysts. Display of septae and nodules within the cyst may be indicative of (pre-) neoplastic lesions [102] . However, pseudocysts can also show septation, nodules, and wall thickening as well and, thus, can be easily misdiagnosed. A reliable criterion of a neoplastic cystic lesion seems to be the vascularization of the cystic wall, while pseudocysts and common cysts do not have neovascularization of the wall [103] . In color Doppler mode, it is difficult to discriminate vessels of the cystic wall or septae from surrounding vessels. CHI mode seems to be the ideal method in this respect. Due to the excellent resolution, down to a single bubble, and no blooming effect, as in color Doppler mode, cystic wall vascularization can be determined with a high degree of certainty. Thus, it seems to be the perfect method to discriminate (pre-) neoplastic from non-neoplastic cystic lesions [77] . That it is a cystic neoplasm; however, does not necessarily indicate surgical resection. It is well known that serous cystadenomas do not have a very great risk of malignant transformation. Hence, these lesions can be safely watched [104] . The typical honeycomb-like appearance of the microcystic serous cystadenoma does not normally cause differential diagnostic problems; however, the macrocystic or oligocystic type does (Fig. 6) [105] . In those cases, EUS-FNA is helpful in discriminating between a serous cystadenoma and a mucinous cystadenoma.
Another important cystic lesion of the pancreas is the intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasia (IPMN) of the main duct and side branch types. While a malignant transformation of a main-duct IPMN will occur in almost all cases, the malignancy rate of branch-duct IPMNs and of the mucinous cystadenoma is well below 30% [106] . In small side-branch IPMNs with no highrisk stigmata, according to the International Consensus Guideline (in particular, mural nodules), imaging surveillance can be recommended, in contrast to the operative strategy in patients with main-duct IPMN, branchduct IPMN with high-risk stigmata, and mucinous cystadenoma [107] . Contrast-enhanced EUS is very accurate for the differentiation of definitive mural nodules from mucin clots and, thus, helps to predict the risk of malignancy [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] . Elastography does not contribute to the diagnosis of cystic pancreatic lesions.
What is really new?
Contrast-enhanced EUS is a useful tool for the differentiation of hypovascular pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma from neuroendocrine tumors and a variety of other solid pancreatic masses, particularly in small solid pancreatic lesions. Moreover, it is of high diagnostic value for the differential diagnosis and risk assessment of pancreatic cystic lesions.
Endoscopic ultrasound of lymph nodes
The diagnostic value of EUS of mediastinal and abdominal lymph nodes depends on the clinical question [115, 116] . It should be kept in mind that there are certain regions where physiological lymph nodes measure up to 2 cm [117] . Common regions are the subcarinal lymph nodes of the mediastinum [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] and the lymph nodes in the area of the hepatoduodenal ligament [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] . These physiological lymph nodes can mislead staging of the upper gastrointestinal tract. A basic rule can be applied that all lymph nodes close to the tumor should be considered malignant and every adjacent lymph node area and the lymph nodes in between are pathological as well [126] . This means that subcarinal lymph nodes of the mediastinum can be neglected in the staging of a gastric cancer so long as the lower mediastinal lymph nodes in stations 9 and 10 are not enlarged. This level of uncertainty indicates that criteria for malignant and benign lymph nodes other than size should be developed. There are B-mode criteria for the discrimination of malignant and benign lymph node enlargements. A typical benign lymph node is polygonal, not sharply delineated, and with an intact hilar region. A typical malignant lymph node is round, sharply delineated, and does not have a clear hilus region [127] . Unfortunately, those criteria are only true in 50% to 60% of cases and, thus, not reliable in clinical practice. Color Doppler criteria have been investigated. A typical benign lymph node shows an outward-pointing vascularization from the lymph node hilus, whereas a malignant lymph node shows capsule vessels pointing inwards [128] . Again, those criteria are not reliable and are, thus, not used in clinical practice. Subsequently, modern endosonographic methods have been studied to improve the discrimination of benign and malignant lymph nodes. To date, there have been many studies of elastography and contrast-enhanced EUS on that topic [15, 116, 129, 130] . So far, the results are inconsistent and should be viewed critically. In contrast studies, it is assumed that areas with poor perfusion are malignant because of the hypovascularization of most common gastrointestinal tumors. Other studies have analyzed the Doppler sonographic criteria of malignant neovascularization. All studies, however, have ignored the fact that a lymph node is an organ with malignant metastasis and, thus, is not always completely infiltrated. A nest of a few tumor cells is enough for a pathologist to histologically stage a lymph node as malignant. Those nests of micrometastasis can be so small that they remain easily below the detection level of contrast-enhanced EUS. Those malignant lymph nodes appear unchanged in morphology and do not show changes, even with the help of modern EUS techniques. However, even if an area of poor vascularization can be detected within a lymph node, it does not necessarily indicate malignancy. A well-known reason for focal poor vascularization is a necrotic area of the lymph node, for example, in patients with tuberculosis [131] . Another pitfall is lymph node infiltration by a malignant lymphoma. Those lymph nodes are highly vascularized and the hilum is normally unchanged [131] . Such indicators resulted in a vote on the part of the EFSUMB not to recommend contrast-enhanced ultrasound for the discrimination of malignant and benign lymph nodes, despite current evidence in the literature [71] . Elastography seems to be more promising. Differences in hardness of areas of the lymph node are more reliable regarding malignant areas and, thus, could be used for targeting a biopsy needle [87, 132] . An interesting approach for improving elastographic results is the use of automatic analysis software systems that may be able to spot subtle differences the human eye is not able to detect [116, 133] .
What is really new?
Guidelines suggest the use of elastography to improve targeting of the most suspicious lymph nodes and areas within lymph nodes.
Endoscopic ultrasound of the rectum
The main indication for EUS of the rectum is the staging of rectal cancer. Initially, only stiff ultrasound probes were used; however, more flexible probes are taking over because of easier handling and the same quality of ultrasound images [134] . A disadvantage of flexible ultrasound probes, however, is the less reliable measurement of the distance between the anal verge and beginning of a rectal tumor.
The aim of the EUS for staging of rectal tumors is the same as that in the upper gastrointestinal tract. Early tumors, possibly suitable for endoscopic resection, should be distinguished from tumors that will require surgery. In the surgical group, tumors that can be resected immediately should be separated from tumors that will need neoadjuvant treatment. According to a recent meta-analysis, MRI, CT, and EUS yielded similar accuracy in staging of rectal cancer, but were outperformed by high-resolution MRI and 3.0T-MRI (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) [135] .
In advanced stages, the involvement of the perirectal fascia may be of prognostic importance. To date, it was assumed that its involvement could only be assessed with MRI, but newer studies have shown that EUS can also detect infiltration of the perirectal fascia [136] .
What is really new?
Assessment of the perirectal fascia should be included in EUS staging of rectal cancer.
Endoscopic ultrasound of the anus
EUS is also the method of choice for the staging of anal cancer because of its high resolution [137] [138] [139] . Overall, benign diseases are much more often the reason for requesting EUS of the anus than malignant diseases. Quite often, EUS has been used for the diagnosis of fistulas and abscesses, especially in patients with Crohn's disease [140] [141] [142] . Another important indication is the differential diagnosis of incontinence, because of the highresolution display of the inner and outer anal muscle system [143] . In woman, most defects of the muscle system are caused peripartally but become symptomatic in older age as the compensatory effects of the surrounding muscles disappear. EUS plays a major role in planning operative anal repair [144] .
SEMI-INVASIVE DIAGNOSTIC ENDOSCOPIC UL-TRASOUND
The invention of the longitudinal ultrasound probe enabled EUS-guided needle biopsies of surrounding tissues in the upper and lower gastrointestinal tract. Special needle systems for the long working channel of the instrument had to be invented. One of the systems, the Hancke-Vilman needle, became well known, and the principle of this first needle system is still applied today [145] .
Today, many needle systems are available with further improvements in design for collecting sufficient material [146] . Today four different needle sizes are used commonly: 19-G needles (aspiration and core biopsy), 20-G (core biopsy), 22-G (standard size, aspiration, and core biopsy), and ultrathin 25-G needles. The Tru-cut needle, developed for obtaining tissue cylinders for histology, does not play a major role in EUS because of the impaired flexibility and a mechanism that is difficult to handle [147] . Further modern developments with novel designs of the needle tip are intended to collect tissue for histology rather than cytological material. Reverse side-bevel technology near the needle tip, as in the ProCore needle, did not seem to increase the diagnostic yield according to a recent meta-analysis. However, the number of needle passes to obtain diagnostic tissue was reduced using the new core needle [148] . A new variant of the ProCore needle (20 G) a forward-facing direction of the side bevel. Two newly introduced needles (SharkCore, Medtronic, Dublin, Ireland; and Acquire, Boston Scientific, Natick, MA, USA), are designed with two or three opposing sharp points and a multifaceted bevel in the needle tip, aimed at capturing a core of tissue. In first studies, the histology yield was significantly higher than using standard aspiration needles, and diagnosis was possible with fewer needles passes [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] .
Collection and handling of material for fine-needle aspiration
Material for cytopathological analyses is usually collected by a FNA system. Despite the similar results of all needle sizes in studies, it is important to stress that larger needle diameters can provide better materials for histology, but smaller needle diameters improve diagnostic material for cytology [72] .
The position of the stylet during the procedure had no impact on the final result of the acquired material [154] . The same was true for applying no, little, or strong suction during the aspiration [155] . Even the modern "slow pull" technique, where the stylet is removed slowly during the puncture procedure, had only marginal effects on the quality of the material acquired [156] .
Further handling of the material depends on the analysis method used after collecting the material. In the method of choice for a histological investigation, the material should be simply transferred into a formalinfilled vessel by flushing out the needle with air or reinserting the stylet. If the material is going to be analyzed cytologically, the material should be spread on slides and air-dried or alcohol-fixed, according to the staining method to be used.
Whereas Papanicolaou staining requires immediate alcohol fixation of the material, May-Gruenwald staining needs only air-dried samples. If cytology is intended, sucking the material into the vacuum syringe should be avoided because of the difficulty in spreading the material in a thin layer on slides. Another common pitfall is to load all slides with material first and try to spread the material at the end. The drying process starts immediately after the material leaves the needle and cells cannot be spread sufficiently if left too long [72] .
Special cleaning methods of the material before cytological analysis should also be avoided in endoscopic FNA cytology because of the potential loss of material and the resulting impaired diagnosis [157, 158] . For preparing a cell block, the aspirated specimen can be placed into liquid medium (Cytolyt, Hologic Inc., Marlborough, MA, USA). Cytological analysis of the material has the advantage of higher sensitivity than histology [159] . Evaluation of the quality of the material can be made from a few cells, unlike in histology. Another advantage is the good intraobserver variability because of standardized diagnostic criteria [160] . After appropriate training, even endoscopists can pre-analyze the material with a high degree of certainty [161] . This could mark a starting point for the reinvention of clinical cytology. However, this will not replace the need for a professional cytologist (Fig. 7) .
Even cytochemistry can be performed on air-dried smears. However, it needs a professional and enthusiastic cytologist to ensure reliable results [162] .
Trying to perform histology with the collected material needs special techniques, like the cell-block technique [163, 164] . Generally, the best results are achieved if the pathologist and endoscopist are working closely together. In principle, the method that is established and works best in the individual hospital should be used.
Cystic lesions
Every EUS-guided fine-needle puncture is an unsterile puncture of the human body. This is especially important in the puncture of cystic lesions because the esophagus and stomach are not sterile. This can be neglected if the target is solid and perfused, given the multiple defense strategies of the human body [165] . This is different in cystic lesions. Without a blood supply, the cystic fluid is vulnerable to infection and, thus, peri-interventional antibiotic treatment is recommended [166] . Bronchogenic cysts have a high risk of infection despite antibiotic prophylaxis; thus, endoscopic fine-needle puncture is contraindicated [167] .
Neoplastic cystic lesions of the pancreas are often targeted for endoscopic FNA. Unfortunately, cytological results are often not helpful and, therefore, physical and biochemical analyses should be performed as well to improve the diagnostic result.
Neoplastic cystic pancreatic lesions differ in their malignant potential according to their pathogenesis.
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Serous cystadenomas have a very low malignancy risk and, therefore, do not require surgery in the first place [168] . In mucinous cystadenoma, the malignant potential is as high as 30%; therefore, surgery is recommended as soon as the diagnosis is established [101, [169] [170] [171] . A simple estimation of the mucinous appearance of the aspirated fluid as it drops from the tip of the FNA needle in a relevant percentage of mucinous pancreatic cysts seems to be sufficient for an adequate diagnosis. The so-called string sign is highly specific for the diagnosis of mucinous pancreatic cysts [172] . Analysis of the carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) level in the fluid can add to the diagnosis. Many other markers have been studied. However, to date, no better marker has been found. The CEA level does not correlate with the actual presence of malignancy in the lesion; it only indicates the malignant potential of the lesion and the mucinous nature. CEA is elevated in fluid aspirate from mucinous cystadenomas and IPMNs. There are no standardized CEA levels for discriminating lesions with malignant potential versus no malignant potential. It is fair to assume; however, that levels above 200 to 800 ng/L should be considered pathological. However, a high lipase level in aspirated cystic fluid can be considered a sign of a low malignant potential [173, 174] . A sequential cyst fluid interpretation including string sign, CEA, and cytology was shown to have an increased overall accuracy of > 90% for the diagnosis of mucinous pancreatic cysts compared with individual tests alone [172, 175] . Molecular analysis of cyst fluid is an emerging technique. However, published data do not yet support its routine use [176] [177] [178] . A recent meta-analysis showed that neither KRAS (Kirsten rat sarcoma 2 viral oncogene homolog) nor GNAS (guanine nucleotide binding protein, alpha stimulating) mutations were linked with malignant potential or outcome in patients with intraductal papillary-mucinous neoplasia [179] .
Not every pancreatic cyst has to be punctured diagnostically. Cysts smaller than 2 cm mostly do not provide appropriate material for a differential diagnosis and the risk of malignancy is smaller than the morbidity and mortality of a pancreas resection [180, 181] . Those lesions should undergo imaging surveillance but should be referred for surgery if there is a change of size or appearance [101] .
Diagnosis of subepithelial lesions
FNA of subepithelial lesions is often not required because small lesions can be characterized by diagnostic EUS and larger subepithelial lesions (≥ 3 cm) are typically referred directly for surgery [32, 72] . Thus, FNA is mainly suggested for subepithelial lesions of a size between 1 and 3 cm. Contrast-enhanced EUS was not valuable for targeting non-necrotic areas, especially in large GISTs [32] .
Hard lesions with mobile fixation can present technical challenges that can often result in disappointing cytological and histological material [22] . However, typical GISTs have loose cell connections and are soft, resulting in better diagnostic material. Prognostic criteria for malignant behavior in GISTs are based on the size, the organ, the mitotic count in a high-power field and immuno(histo)chemistry. Diagnostic material obtained from FNA should allow immunohistochemistry to distinguish GISTs, leiomyomas, and Schwannomas, and other rare entities [31, 182] . A new core needle showed superior diagnostic yield, compared with a standard aspiration needle, for acquiring material suitable for the immunohistochemical differentiation of benign subepithelial gastrointestinal tumors from potentially malignant GISTs [153] .
Diagnosis of pathological lymph nodes
Endosonographic FNA of pathological lymph nodes can be helpful in various clinical situations [117] . One indication is the diagnosis of an enlarged lymph node at a distance from a known tumor. Biopsying a lymph node through an area of a tumor should be carefully avoided because of the risk of false-positive results and needle track seeding [183] . This clinical situation is rather uncommon in gastrointestinal tumors, but is common for pulmonological tumors [117, 119] . The development of endobronchial endoscopic ultrasound (EBUS) in combination with transesophageal ultrasound made the previously often performed mediastinoscopy nearly obsolete [184] . We refer to the recently described methods of endobronchial elastography [13, 89, 116, 118] and contrast enhanced EBUS [12, 185] .
Especially in indeterminate pulmonary lesions, endosonographic FNA can help to diagnose tumors with lymph node involvement if they cannot be reached directly by bronchoscopy. Non-small cell carcinoma and small cell carcinoma can be distinguished readily by FNA of involved lymph nodes [186] . The resulting material can even be used for further testing, such as EGF (epidermal growth factor) receptor analysis, for a more targeted therapy [187] .
Another not uncommon clinical situation is the presence of enlarged mediastinal and abdominal lymph nodes without peripheral lymph node enlargement [13, 116, 130] . In such situations, an endosonographic FNA can be diagnostic leading, but still might not enable a final diagnosis [188] . For example, it is possible to identify epitheloid granulomas as a sign of sarcoidosis [189] . Cytology or cell-block techniques can even diagnose a highly malignant lymphoma reliably. Studies are underway to show that cytological results can correctly diagnose lymphoma without the need for a histological assessment of a whole lymph node [190] .
With appropriate preparation and handling of the specimen, even lymph node involvement by tuberculosis can be diagnosed. If the material is handled correctly, the specimen can be used for bacterial cultivation and even resistance testing. This is of the utmost importance in cases of isolated lymph node tuberculosis [191, 192] .
Uncommon targets
Other targets are the left adrenal gland [193, 194] , the liver [195] , and the spleen [196] . The most common indication of a puncture of the left adrenal gland is the diagnosis of a metastasis of a bronchial carcinoma [117, 119] . Incidentalomas of the left adrenal gland rarely need a diagnostic puncture [197] . Hormone-active tumors do not need cytological or histological confirmation, due to the typical clinical appearance and laboratory findings [198, 199] . If a suspected pheochromocytoma requires confirmation by EUS-FNA, premedication should be given to avoid a hypertensive crisis [200] .
Liver and splenic lesions are easy to target if they are near the ultrasound probe. The risk of bleeding is regarded as low. The procedure is especially recommended in lesions that are very small and hard to reach percutaneously [201] [202] [203] .
Sometimes, there is the possibility of accessing a lung cancer from the esophagus if it is located close enough. The risk is comparable to a bronchoscopic puncture; the complication rate may even be lower due to the direct needle guidance and excellent needle visualization [117] [118] [119] 184, 185, 204] .
What is really new?
New needles have been developed, aimed at core biopsies, potentially improving the minimally invasive diagnosis of specific types of neoplasms (e.g., mesenchymal gastrointestinal tumors and lymphomas) and inflammation (e.g., autoimmune pancreatitis), where tissue architecture, immunohistochemistry, and the evaluation of molecular marker expression is necessary for diagnosis, grading, subtyping, and guiding personalized therapy. For EUS-FNA of cystic pancreatic lesions, a multimodal diagnostic approach to cyst fluid analysis (string sign, biochemistry, cytology, and perhaps molecular analysis)
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THERAPEUTIC EUS APPLICATIONS
Endosonographic-guided ablation therapy and implantation of diagnostic material (fiducial placement)
The visibility and the ability to guide the tip of the needle exactly makes EUS ideal for targeting lesions in ablative interventions. The most commonly practiced procedure is EUS-guided plexus neurolysis [74] . The principle of the procedure is to inject 96% alcohol into the area of the celiac trunk to destroy the celiac plexus. Modern endosonographic probes can even visualize the small plexus ganglia. If possible, the alcohol should be injected directly into the visible ganglia. Unfortunately, the reported clinical results are inconsistent. Typically, the patient's pain is eased after the procedure but does not resolve completely [205] . Serious side-effects, like abscess development or erosion of the aorta with lethal bleeding, have been reported and, thus, it is necessary, always, to strictly control the indication [165, 206] .
The thought of destroying tissue by alcohol injection was taken forward for tumor ablation in inoperable patients [207] . Especially in older patients with symptomatic neuroendocrine tumors of the pancreas, this method seems to be an alternative to a pancreatic resection. This method was first successfully reported by Jurgensen et al. [208] .
Other studies have dealt with alcohol and chemotherapeutic ablation of cystic tumors of the pancreas [209] . The overall success rates have been acceptable; however, the indication of tissue ablation has to be considered critically because of the uncertain diagnosis of the cystic pancreatic lesions without histology. It seems likely that a considerable proportion of patients in these studies received an overtreatment [210, 211] .
Another emerging application of EUS is the placement of internal markers, called fiducials. Implantable fiducial markers provide a highly effective method of ensuring accurate targeting in surgery or radiotherapy. In view of the poor prognosis of pancreatic cancer, surgery remains the only curative option. Locally advanced pancreatic cancers cannot be operated on in the first place but might become resectable after neoadjuvant treatment. Various concepts of neoadjuvant treatments are under investigation, including radiotherapy. Unfortunately, radiotherapy of the abdomen has a considerable risk of side effects; therefore, the radiation field should be as focused as possible. The endosonographic placement of fiducials as reference points around the tumor can help the radiotherapist to plan the radiotherapy optimally. Systems for implantation of fiducials are mostly improvised. One feasible option is to use a 19-G needle loaded with multiple fiducials while the needle tip is sealed using bone wax to prevent the fiducials from slipping out of the needle prematurely. The needle can then be placed in the precise position marking the target and the fiducial can be released by stylet re-insertion [212] .
Interventional endosonographic drainage procedures
Endosonographic interventions emerged when surgical strategies in the management of severe acute pancreatitis were questioned. A feared complication of acute necrotizing pancreatitis is the superinfection of the resulting walled-off necrosis. The standard treatment 20 years ago was open surgery with repeated wound debridement. The mortality of this strategy was high and a major breakthrough came with the recognition that patients with a limited intervention recovered better than patients undergoing major surgery [213] . An endoscopic approach, inserting drains into the necrotic cavities through the stomach or duodenal wall, worked in some patients, but the breakthrough came with the EUS-guided creation of large diameter transmural access that allowed direct visualization of the walled-off necrosis and endoscopic debridement [214, 215] . The principle of the initially described procedure is still the same today. The walled-off necrosis is accessed from the stomach or duodenum using a 19-G needle or cystotome under endosonographic guidance before a guidewire is introduced for the Seldinger technique. The newly created transgastric or transduodenal access can be enlarged using bougies, diathermy (cystotomes), or balloon catheters up to a diameter of 8 to 12 mm. The resulting orifice in the gastric or duodenal wall should be secured by plastic pigtail drainages or specially designed, fully covered metal stents for pancreatic drainage [75, 216] . Further developments have aimed at a one-step procedure [214, 217, 218] . Today, a simplified approach for the inser-www.kjim.org https://doi.org/10.3904/kjim.2017. 212 tion of a covered metal stent is about to take over. This one-step equipment can be handled safely and does not necessarily need X-rays for guidewire control [217] [218] [219] . In infected walled-off necrosis with large amounts of debris, a simple drainage procedure is not sufficient for complete healing and resolving the fluid collection; even large-diameter stents can become blocked by solid necrotic material. If the diameter of the inserted metal stent is large enough (> 12 mm) a standard gastroscope can be advanced through the stent into the infected necrotic cavity. This allows irrigation and sucking of pus under endoscopic control and removing loose necrotic tissue. Wall-fixed necrosis should not be removed forcefully because of the risk of severe bleeding (Fig. 8) [220] . The EFSUMB guideline [221] covers all aspects of interventional EUS and is highly recommended [72] [73] [74] [75] [222] [223] [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] .
Plastic or metal stents used for drainage should be removed after the collection has resolved, to enable secondary wound healing. The drain should be removed af ter about 4 weeks, but in cases of covered metal stents, at the latest, after 12 weeks, to avoid tissue ingrowth, which may hinder the removal [75] .
The principle of the Seldinger technique for drainage purposes in EUS has been applied to other indications [230] . One possible indication is the treatment of cholestasis if endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) is technically not possible and percutaneous transhepatic cholangiodrainage (PTCD) is not feasible. Introducing a guidewire into the bile system after EUS-guided puncture of a bile duct enables rendezvous procedures with ERCP or direct drainage over the puncture side. For direct drainage, plastic stents can be placed; however, more and more often fully covered metal stents are used [231] . Two recent meta-analyses of studies and case series of endosonography guided biliary drainage reported cumulative technical success rates of 90% and 95%, a clinical success rate of 92%, and cumulative adverse event rates of 17% and 23%, respectively [232, 233] . Extrahepatic access seems to be safer than intrahepatic access [232] . Compared with PTCD, endosonography guided biliary drainage has the same technical success rate, and a higher clinical success rate, but significantly fewer complications, and a lower rate of unplanned re-interventions [234, 235] .
One simple procedure is the so-called short rendezvous. In this, the common bile duct is punctured under endosonographic guidance in the area of the duodenal bulb and the introduced guidewire is advanced further through the papilla into the duodenum. After removing the ultrasound probe with the guidewire still in place, a standard side-viewing endoscope has to be introduced and the floppy end of the guidewire is caught using forceps or a snare and pulled through the endoscopeworking channel. Then, it is used as a normal guidewire for ERCP, providing transpapillary access [236] .
In special clinical situations, such as cholecystitis in patients unfit for surgery, even an internal transgastric drainage of the gallbladder can be performed. In those situations, lumen-apposing drainage systems should be used to avoid biliary peritonitis [237] . Recent studies show a high success rate with fewer adverse events and fewer repeat procedures than percutaneous cholecystotomy [238] [239] [240] .
In principle, all the procedures described above for duct drainage can also be applied to drainage of the pancreatic duct. For draining the pancreatic duct, there is no minimal invasive alternative available, such as PTCD for bile duct drainage. If the pancreatic duct is disconnected after trauma or severe pancreatitis, the feasibility of EUS-guided stenting of the distal pancreatic duct should be considered [241] [242] [243] . However, EUS-guided drainage of the pancreatic duct requires the highest technical skill because of the hard and partly calcified pancreatic tissue and the small diameter duct, which limits the space for any intervention. The failure rate is higher than 10%. In addition, an unsuccessful procedure can cause complications of severe acute pancreatitis [242] [243] [244] .
What is really new?
With the development of new devices and stents, endosonography-guided drainage techniques have gained clinical importance as effective alternatives to surgical and endoscopic procedures. While EUS-guided drainage of (peri-)pancreatic fluid collections and necroses is now fully accepted as a first-line therapeutic technique, EUS-guided drainage of obstructed bile ducts and acute cholecystitis is moving into daily clinical practice.
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
EUS has seen the biggest technical and diagnostic advances of all gastroenterological methods in recent years. In a short time, new technologies like elastography [87, 132] and contrast-enhanced EUS [245] , and interventional methods, like endoscopic necrosectomy of the pancreas and biliary drainage, could be introduced into daily clinical practice.
Novel methods like three-dimensional (3D) EUS are emerging. Such further post-processing of the ultrasound information can produce impressive results [55] . To date, the biggest limitation of 3D methods is the freehand technique, which does not allow measurements of the lesion of interest. New diagnostic fields could be explored if measurements become possible. We hope that 3D techniques might detect an early response to chemotherapy and might help to avoid unnecessary treatments [246, 247] .
Multiple treatment studies have been introduced to treat pancreatic cancer with virus vectors. EUS worked as a precise instrument for the placement of these viruses directly into the tumor. Unfortunately, this interesting technique has not yet reached clinical practice [248] .
A very promising field is molecular imaging. Tumor detection and delineation could become more sensitive with antibody-loaded contrast-enhancer bubbles. This kind of red flag technique would increase the diagnostic potential of the method greatly. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound has the advantage of requiring only a small amount of contrast enhancer for an adequate visualization compared with CT or MRI techniques [249] .
More interesting would be the use of contrast bubbles as carriers for medications. The possibility of destroying contrast bubbles with the help of ultrasound energy in the area of ultrasound scanning makes the method attractive. EUS would be a perfect device due to the small transducer and the close position to the pancreas or other upper gastrointestinal tract-surrounding organs. Studies using percutaneous ultrasound and so-called sonoporation have shown promising results [250, 251] .
Regarding interventional EUS, further improvements in drainage techniques are on the horizon. Technically demanding techniques, like EUS-guided gastroenterostomy, are promising and perhaps in future may be considered alternatives to surgical bypass techniques and enteral stenting in cases of malignant gastric outlet obstruction or as a bariatric intervention in patients with morbid obesity [252] [253] [254] [255] . 
CONCLUSIONS
Endoscopic ultrasound has emerged as an indispensable innovative tool providing solutions for many clinical questions. No other method provides so much potential for diagnostic and therapy of gastrointestinal diseases. The available technique is astonishing advanced, and with the introduction of contrast-enhanced techniques and elastography endoscopic ultrasound has improved non-invasive tissue characterization. Endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine-needle aspiration has generated a paradigm shift in tissue diagnosis and oncological staging. Endoscopic ultrasound-guided treatment procedures facilitate transmural access to fluid collections, obstructed ducts, celiac ganglia, tumors, and bleeding vessels. Profound knowledge of all facets of endoscopic ultrasound and solid experience in those techniques are mandatory to use the method to its full capacity.
